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Ernst Mach was not only a physicist with outstanding questions, or a philosopher of science, he was also an excellent educator, both in his theory as well as his own lectures. Unfortunately, this aspect of his epistemology seems rather unknown nowadays [The most notable exceptions have been Bluh (1970), Hohenester (1988), Matthews (1988, 1990, 1994) and Hoffmann & Manthei (1991),], though it is therefore all the more worth to revive. His educational epistemology can now be empirically compared by the OECD PISA study as they have been partly implemented in Finland. Also in the Czech Republic, Machian ideas had an influence, but with a focus on experiments rather than the psychology of science education. This difference in focus seems also to result in empirically very different outcomes. For an introduction into the topic, we shall look at a prominent contemporary of Mach, William James, for his opinion on Machian education.
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Ernst Mach was not only a physicist with outstanding questions, or a philosopher of science, he was also an excellent educator, both in his theory and in his own lectures. Unfortunately, this aspect of his epistemology seems rather unknown nowadays, though it is therefore all the more worth to revive. For an introduction into the topic, we shall look at a prominent contemporary of Mach, William James, for his opinion on Machian education.

William James’ view on Mach’s education

William James is probably more known as a psychologist and philosopher, but he certainly had a strong influence on the current debate on science education because of his successors, especially John Dewey. Dewey’s influence on the education system in the US now in turn often serves as the example to emulate in many educational reforms.

William James was not only a close friend of Mach and somebody who admired him greatly, he also stated: „The lecture I heard in Prague from Mach was [...] one of the most artistic lectures I ever heard“ (Thiele 1978, p. 169). This strong impression led James to try to emulate Mach’s genetic education (letter from 1902):

„I am now trying to build up before my students a sort of elementary description of the construction of the world as built up of ’pure experiences’ (in the plural) related to each other in various ways, which are also definite experiences in their turn. (There is no logical difficulty in such a description to my mind, but the genetic questions concerning


2See for example the Rocard report (European Commission 2007). That this image is not necessarily justified can be seen by the very low results of the US education system in the PISA comparison (far below average, even in the extended study of 2006). Some Finnish educators state that they had to „rescue“ their educational system from some US-inspired reforms after WWII.
James started to develop his own educational ideas and taught psychology for teachers (James 1907, published shortly before his death). Interestingly, in this he did not quote Mach, but this is a fate suffered by many, where Mach’s influences became so intuitive that they were not conscious anymore (this actually is closely related to the „genetic“ question James had noticed; a larger part of the genesis is not conscious and therefore difficult to analyze). Einstein (1916) in his obituary to Mach called this effect having „sucked-in Mach with the mother’s milk“.

Mach’s educational epistemology in comparison

But what is Machian educational epistemology? From a Machian point of view, one can distinguish different educational approaches according to their sensualistic and genetic dimensions, as will be elaborated on further. The „pure“ physics of for example Planck or the „pure“ logic of Frege tends to abstract as far as possible from the sensual origins of scientific concepts (see Siemsen & Siemsen 2008), not to speak of any genetic elements. It is the conceptual „antithesis“ of sensualism.

Phenomenalism is relatively more sensualistic. All forms of phenomenalism recognize the sensual origins of phenomena. But depending on the genesis process of the phenomena (initially psychological or logical), the senses and the genesis of sensual interpretation play different roles in the concept. Therefore, Husserl’s phenomenalism (to be found for example in Germany), because it presupposes a logical thinking being as its basis, is fundamentally different from for example Eino Kaila’s phenomenalism to be found in Finland) or Hans Freudenthal’s phenomenalism (to be found in the Netherlands). For Kaila, all phenomena are primarily perception-related and for Freudenthal, phenomenalism is didactic, i.e. it starts from folk-concepts of phenomena and develops scientific concepts thereof. In both cases, logic is secondary to the phenomenon and not primary. So Kaila and Freudenthal relative to Husserl follow the order Mach stated for education: psychology is primary to logic. Mach would further have insisted on the sensual elements (instead of more complex perception processes of Kaila and more

---

3 There are therefore many more „intuitive Machians“ than there are „conscious Machians“. On the scientific level, intuitive ideas are more difficult to make consistent, because people tend to take them as given. Inconsistencies in the intuitive assumptions of theories are therefore often unconsciously carried over many generations. One central issue of Mach’s historio-critical analysis (especially focusing on the idea in nascendi) is to detect them and make them conscious.

4 This is not to say that Planck had been consistent in defending such a „pure“ physics, but he used this concept to attack Mach (see Planck 1908 and 1910, for details see Siemsen, H. 2008).

5 Kaila was a Gestalt psychologist from Finland and also a philosopher close to the Vienna Circle.

6 Freudenthal was a Dutch mathematician (topologist and assistant to the intuitionist L.E.J. Brouwer), who later in his life developed a strong interest in education and built up an institute on educational research. For the Freudenthal Institute, see www.fi.uu.nl/fisme/en/.

---
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indirect didactics of Freudenthal\textsuperscript{7} and the evolutionary principle of genesis to be the foundational concept of all learning.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Countries with Rank</th>
<th>Natural Sciences Average Values</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
<th>Mathematics Average Values</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
<th>*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Finland</td>
<td>563</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>548</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Netherlands</td>
<td>525</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>531</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Germany</td>
<td>516</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>504</td>
<td>116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Czech Republic</td>
<td>513</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>510</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OECD average (of 30)</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Table 1: PISA Results 2006 (Source: OECD (2008)).

Educational influences by Mach on the Czech education system

Did Mach influence Czech education? From current research, two important influences can already be distinguished: First, Mach with his sensualism was certainly in the tradition of Komenský (J. A. Comenius: \textit{Orbis Sensuarium Pictus}), probably through his father and this influence has been generally strong in the Czech Republic. In this case of course, Mach is a representative of a much older tradition, but he brought sensualism up to date to modern science by incorporating the findings of Charles Darwin into his „sensual elements“, Mach’s version of Komenský’s sensualism. In how far Komenský’s sensualism is still applied in current Czech education, still needs to be researched in detail, but the fact that Komenský is still regarded as the pillar of Czech education\textsuperscript{8} implies that there probably is some influence\textsuperscript{9}.

Secondly, Mach developed a scientifically important „derivative“ of sensualism: experimentation. Mach’s experimentalism includes both physical experiments and thought experiments. Both are equally important at different times in the mental model construction process. The physical experimentalism was continued after Mach left Prague at least by Čeněk Strouhal, his former student who became a Professor for Experimental Physics at the Czech University\textsuperscript{10}. Even now, maybe because of that influence, the role

\textsuperscript{7}See below for details.

\textsuperscript{8}See for example Pešková et al. (1991) or Kuras (2007).

\textsuperscript{9}It has been argued that Komenský’s supposed influence is only a recent nationalistic phenomenon, because he at the time being persecuted had no impact. He certainly belonged to an underground protestant order in an officially catholic country, but he was able to publish his educational works even through catholic bishops (see Čornejová 1991) and according to the scarce sources, it seems to have been read. His belief seemingly did not stand in the way of his popularity at the times.

\textsuperscript{10}Mach was rector at the time of the split of the Charles University into a Czech and a German university, which Mach deeply regretted.
of experiments (though not necessarily thought experiments) is still very important at the department of physics didactics at the Charles University in Prague. Although one should note here that in the current experimentalism, the experiments are not organized genetically or historically. This aspect of Machian physics education has seemingly not been continued by the Czechs.

Further influences of Mach are probable, but have not been researched yet. Nevertheless, Mach’s ideas on psychology (especially through his close cooperation with Ewald Hering during his time in Prague) do not seem to have survived until nowadays, at least in science education.

Hans Freudenthal and the PISA-study

The so-called PISA (Program for International Student Assessment) study from the OECD is currently the largest empirical study comparing different national education systems. It has its epistemological basis in the criticism of Freudenthal (1975) on the first approaches of the OECD to education. The OECD at the time was strongly influenced by the Bourbaki group’s ideas of a “new maths”, i.e. the introduction of set theory into schools and submission of all mathematics to a rigorous formalism from the point of view of set theory. These ideas later seem to have led to the TIMSS study (which is certainly much more logicistic than the PISA study).

Also from Freudenthal’s approach to didactics in physics, one can see that Freudenthal is explicitly phenomenological and real-life-situation oriented, rather than purely logical. On a Mach-Husserl phenomenology scale, he can certainly be classified more on the Machian side. Freudenthal asked for explication of implicit assumptions in pedagogy in order to be able to criticize them and include them into the teaching process, instead of assuming them to be already present in the learner. Therefore, the PISA

---

11 For example the popular physics books by Ya. Perelman from Russia (Physics for Entertainment), which have seemingly influenced several physicists in the Czech Republic in their youth and which are written in a strongly Machian spirit (probably due to Bogdanov’s promotion of Mach’s ideas in Russia). Also the question of Machian successors in the Czech Republic after Mach left has not been extensively researched yet.

12 Psychology and especially Machian-related psychology does not seem to play any role in physics didactics today, at least at the Charles University.

13 The approach included also other international influences, but Freudenthal has been very important in the process, see for example De Lange (2006). The term „literacy“ – what PISA claims to measure – is (among other sources) explicitly based on Freudenthal’s critique and terminology (see OECD 1999, p. 41).

14 For the historical details, see Siemsen & Siemsen (2008a). Freudenthal’s criticism built on the criticism from Wittenberg (1965).

15 See for example at the Freudenthal Institute www.fi.uu.nl/fisme/en/.

16 Freudenthal even explicitly quotes Mach as the - in his view leading - authority on historical and epistemological phenomenology in mechanics. But he seemingly overlooks Mach’s didactical aspects as well as the general scientific ones (Freudenthal 1993, p. 73).
study can be regarded as a relatively good statistical proxy for Machian phenomenology as opposed to Husserlian, at least better than the TIMSS study and „normal“ logical (non-sensualist) tests used in most German and Czech schools. Machian genetic teaching is not tested thereby (Siemsen 1981).

The PISA study and its empirical results

The results of the PISA study in mathematics and the natural sciences can be seen in Table 1. The numbers might not look impressive at first sight, but the (roughly 50 points) difference between Germany or the Czech Republic and Finland on the other side translates into a minimum of 3/4 of a year of school and this in just five years of secondary school. If the process is assumed to be linear, this figure would nearly double until the end of secondary school, if the process is exponential, it could be much worse.

What is the reason for this difference? Of course there are probably many. So we shall focus on what might be the most important factors from the Machian perspective: First of all, one notices that depending on the sensualist-phenomenology scale, the countries follow roughly in the order of their sensualism as briefly outlined before: Finland is the most sensualist country in their educational epistemology (influenced by Kaila’s gestalt psychology), while the Netherlands (influenced by Freudenthal’s didactical phenomenology) are still good, but further behind and better in Freudenthal’s original field of mathematics. Germany (mostly influenced by Husserlian logical phenomenology and Planck’s physicalism) and the Czech Republic are further behind. Actually, these effects were even more pronounced in the earlier PISA studies (2003 and 2000). This on the one hand is due to the effect of more low-level countries joining the study (thereby lowering the average) but also points towards an adaptation effect of some countries „training“ their students in the PISA-type questions (which certainly is true in Germany, where a direct mention of PISA has now been included in many curricula).

So what are the main differences in the data between the countries mentioned? One of the most obvious differences is the standard deviation, which is much lower in Finland. How do the Finns achieve this? As Table 2 shows, they (as the only country) manage to „push the laggards“, i.e. they shift the low-achieving students into higher levels. While other countries optimize their education for the „elite“ (i.e. the top 20%), the Finns optimize it for the average student (the other 80%).

17 For brevity reasons and also because of the main scope of prior research, the analysis will currently only include Finland, the Netherlands, the Czech Republic and Germany.
18 The term „laggards“ is fundamentally misleading, as they can suddenly excel with other teaching methods (Wertheimer 1912).
19 The Finns have, for example, an elaborate system of helping students who have trouble following the normal lectures. They are not taken away into separate courses (sieved out), but get separate courses additional in order to focus on their individual learning problems. There are several intensity levels of this system.
This leads us to the central question, why are some students top, while others are lagging behind? PISA also measures the so called „literacy“, which means the understanding of concepts and terms (not depicted in the Tables). In general, the statistical result is: the higher the literacy, the better the science and mathematics results. So one of the problems is that in tests (and in the lessons), students do not understand the terminology, although they often understand a larger part of the concept, if one lets them describe it in their own terms\(^{20}\). In logicistic education systems, scientific terminology tends to be introduced very briefly as definitions (which in turn often use unknown scientific terminology). Such definitions are necessarily very abstract and little connected to the sensual experience of the students. But if they are not connected to experience, they can only be memorized, but not understood (what A.N. Whitehead called „inert ideas“). If they are introduced very fast (and often without an example from daily life), even the good students often have not enough time to bridge the cognitive gap. At home, only educated parents can help their children with this problem.

Table 2: Proficiency Level in Science in PISA 2006 (Source: OECD (2008)).

This leads to the second interesting statistical difference (which takes us back to the last column in Table 1), which is especially to be found in Germany and the Czech Republic: the influence of parents’ education on school performance. With 14% each (this taking into account only the very top educated parents), it is more than double the figure for Finland. So the „good“ school children in Germany and the Czech Republic (who these systems profess to especially promote) actually seem to be due to what the parents teach them, and not so much on what the school teaches them.

From a Machian point of view, all the above empirical observations point\(^{21}\) towards a central problem in some educational systems: A fundamental lack of understanding of some basic principles by the students. Once the gap is there, it is never recovered

---

\(^{20}\)This can easily be tested. The results of these tests tend to be quite univocal: The language of the teacher is often not the language of the students.

\(^{21}\)This is of course at the current level of research only a hypothesis, but certainly an interesting one to pursue more in detail.
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later. All later knowledge piled on top of this lacking basis is built on sand and soon forgotten.\textsuperscript{22}

But what is Mach’s suggestion to avoid this problem? How should teaching of scientific concepts be more adapted to the psychology of the learners?

Mach’s science education

For brevity reasons, I will not be able to explicate Mach’s educational epistemology\textsuperscript{23} in detail, but its main points are a genetic and monistic approach. All science is one and specialization, especially when it is introduced too early, is a betrayal rather than a service to science education (Wittensberg 1968). A phenomenon has physical, chemical, mathematical and maybe biological aspects. Looking at only one aspect will destroy the unity of the phenomenon, i.e. the important links between aspects. For example the sun in the physics lesson will not be the same sun the son or daughter of the farmer sees rising above the field. The light of the sun in the physics lesson will in the mental model of the child not be the result of a chemical reaction and it will have nothing to do with photosynthesis in biology.

In contrast to his predecessor\textsuperscript{24} Herbart, Mach developed his epistemology after Darwin published his „Origin of the Species“ in 1859. Therefore, his concept of „genesis“ is fundamentally different from the one used by Herbart and his successors. Genesis is a complex phenomenon and it takes different forms: phylogensis, ontogenesis, cultural genesis, etc. Also in science and for the foundation of our thought processes, all of these forms might be important to take into account. Our body, so also our senses, nervous system or brain evolved in a certain way (e.g. not all senses have developed at the same time and therefore have different connectivity), our bodily development proceeds according to some biological guidelines (genes), we live in a certain environment, making specific experiences and we grow up in certain culture in which certain concepts are transmitted (often intuitively, i.e. not consciously), etc. Science thereby becomes just a specific development of culture.

This genetic concept for example implies that the main part (and especially the early\textsuperscript{25} part) of learning is unconscious, i.e. it cannot be made conscious. If unconscious elements of concepts are not built through mental adaptation, any efforts at conscious teaching, which are not including the unconscious elements, will not succeed. This is especially problematic when a part of a class has been taught these elements at home, but another part has not. The teacher can have the impression that some students are

\textsuperscript{22}This can easily be tested by asking „simple“, but fundamental questions, as Wagenschein (1970) and Arons (1997) have shown for Germany and the USA respectively.

\textsuperscript{23}Unfortunately, Mach did not write a central book on this topic, but his ideas have to be collected from many footnotes and rare articles, which is probably one reason why this topic has been so strongly neglected.

\textsuperscript{24}In science education.

\textsuperscript{25}This means early in concept formation, not early in age.
„just stupid”, while the main problem is that he is trying to build on a basis, which simply in many cases does not exist.\textsuperscript{26} Therefore any science education epistemology abstracting from the psychology of the learner can run into great difficulties.\textsuperscript{27}

Machian genesis for example leads to the following principles in education:

- Always start with the „immediately given“ phenomena, even for older students
- Avoid early abstraction in concept and mental model formation at all cost
- Children are able to form concepts with any precision at any age, if the genetic basis of these concepts is properly laid
- Work on internal inconsistencies (adaptation of perceptions to the thoughts and the thoughts to each other)
- Science has three historical forms: first in the thoughts of some researchers, then in a written form as part of the scientific culture and thirdly, being popularized, becoming part of the general culture. Each of these three steps requires a strong mental effort (but the last one is too often neglected)
- No science can ever be final; we have to live with an unfinished world view.

Mach stated his genetic idea of learning nicely in the following passage (Mach 1923/1987, No. 17): „Nobody who concerned himself with scientific thinking will state [suggestions based on a „subject matter model”]. Thoughts can be stimulated and fertilized, like a field is fertilized by sunshine and rain.

Thoughts however cannot be rushed out and not drilled out, certainly not through recipes, by amassing subject matter and lessons. They want to grow voluntarily. Thoughts can just as little be accumulated above a certain measure in a head, as the yield of a field can be increased unlimitedly. I believe that the subject matter for an appropriate education, which jointly must be offered to all pupils of a preparatory school, is very modest [...].

If a young human is not to come dulled to the university, if he is not to have spent his vitality in the preparatory school, which he thereat still has to collect, an important

\textsuperscript{26}Interestingly, in Machian education, the formerly good students tend to become „second best”, while formerly average students suddenly excel. This effect (see also Siemsen 1981), which has also been experimentally observed to exist in the Czech Republic, implies that current education systems supporting especially „elite” students, often do not focus on the best students (in terms of those that have understood best), but on those best adapted to what the teacher wants to hear (parroting-back effect).

\textsuperscript{27}Therefore the former affirmation that Mach’s psychology seems to have been lost in Czech science teaching culture after Mach left, might to a larger part have contributed to the PISA effect. But if this would be the main factor, it might not require so many resources to reinstitute.
change here has to occur. Even if I refrain here from stating the harmful physical consequences of physical overburdening, already the disadvantages for the intellect appear to me equally horrible. I do not know of anything more terrible than the poor humans, who have learnt too much."
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